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ENHANCED METADATA AND CONTENT DELIVERY

USING WATERMARKS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 62/084,465, filed November 25, 2014, the entire contents of which are

incorporated by reference as part of the disclosure of this document

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The subject matter of this patent document relates to management of

multimedia content and more specifically to facilitate access and delivery of metadata,

programs and services associated with a multimedia content based on watermarking

techniques.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The use and presentation of multimedia content on a variety of mobile and

fixed platforms have rapidly proliferated. By taking advantage of storage paradigms, such as

cloud-based storage infrastructures, reduced form factor of media players, and high-speed

wireless network capabilities, users can readily access and consume multimedia content

regardless of the physical location of the users or the multimedia content. A multimedia

content, such as an audiovisual content, can include a series of related images, which, when

shown in succession, impart an impression of motion, together with accompanying sounds, if

any. Such a content can be accessed from various sources including local storage such as

hard drives or optical disks, remote storage such as Internet sites or cable/satellite distribution

servers, over-the-air broadcast channels, etc.

[0004] In some scenarios, such a multimedia content, or portions thereof, may contain

only one type of content, including, but not limited to, a still image, a video sequence and an

audio clip, while in other scenarios, the multimedia content, or portions thereof, may contain

two or more types of content such as audiovisual content and a wide range of metadata. The

metadata can, for example include one or more of the following: channel identification,

program identification, content and content segment identification, content size, the date at

which the content was produced or edited, identification information regarding the owner and

producer of the content, tirnecode identification, copyright information, closed captions, and

locations such as URLs where advertising content, software applications, interactive services



content, and signaling that enables various services, and other relevant data that can be

accessed. In general, metadata is the information about the content essence (e.g., audio

and/or video content) and associated services (e.g., interactive services, targeted advertising

insertion).

[0005] Such metadata is often interleaved, prepended or appended to a multimedia

content, which occupies additional bandwidth, can be lost when content is transformed into a

different format (such as digital to analog conversion, transcoded into a different file format,

etc.), processed (such as transcoding), and/or transmitted through a communication

protocol/interface (such as HDMI, adaptive streaming). Notably, in some scenarios, an

intervening device such as a set-top box issued by a multichannel video program distributor

(MVPD) receives a multimedia content from a content source and provides the uncompressed

multimedia content to a television set or another presentation device, which can result in the

loss of various metadata and functionalities such as interactive applications that would

otherwise accompany the multimedia content Therefore alternative techniques for content

identification can complement or replace metadata multiplexing techniques.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] FIG. 1 illustrates a system for providing automatic content recognition and

acquisition of interactive content in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0007] FIG. 2 illustrates another system and associated components that enables

automatic content recognition and acquisition of corresponding metadata in accordance with

an exemplary embodiment.

[0008] FIG. 3 illustrates the insertion of advertisements in a content in certain

exemplary embodiments.

[0009] FIG. 4 is a simplified diagram of a distribution chain of a multimedia content

that can accommodate various disclosed embodiments.

[001 0] FIG. 5 illustrates a set of operations for improving watermark embedding

operations in accordance with an exemplary embodiment

[0011] FIG. 6 illustrates a set of operations that can be carried out to enable delivery

of metadata associated with a primary content to a client device in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment.



[0012] FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of a device for implementing various

disclosed embodiments.

[0013] FIG. 8 illustrates a block diagram of a device for implementing various

disclosed embodiments.

SUMMARY OF CERTAIN EMBODIMENTS

[0014] The disclosed technology relates to methods, devices, systems and computer

program products that utilize watermark embedding and/or extraction techniques to facilitate

access and delivery of metadata, programs and services that are associated with a multimedia

content.

[0015] One aspect of the disclosed technology relates to a device associated with a

content distributor for enabling delivery of metadata associated with a primary content to a

client device. The device includes a processor and a memory including processor executable

code. The processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, causes the device to

receive the primary content that includes one or more pre-existing watermark messages

embedded therein. The one or more pre-existing watermark messages include a server code

field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a first metadata associated with the

primary content. The processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, also

causes the device to obtain a first server code value and a first interval code value associated

with the one or more pre-existing watermark messages, and obtain boundary locations of a

plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark messages in the primary

content.

[001 6\ The processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, additionally

causes the device to embed one or more symbols of a new watermark message in the primary

content such that boundary locations of the one or more symbols of the new watermark

message coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or more pre¬

existing watermark messages. The new watermark message includes a server code field and

an interval code field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated with the

primary content. The processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, also

causes the device to transmit information associated with the new watermark message to a

server device associated with the content distributor, where the transmitted information

including timing information associated with the new watermark message, and to transmit the



primary content to the client device to enable access to the first or the second metadata at the

client device upon recovery of the new watermark message.

[0017] The first or the second metadata can enable presentation of a first program or

service, or a second program of service, respectively, at the client device. Such programs or

services can be one of an advertisement, a targeted advertisement, an interactive program, or

a secondary video content. In some embodiments, the above noted embedding of the one or

more symbols of a new watermark message overwrites fewer than all symbols of a first pre¬

existing watermark message, and renders the first pre-existing watermark message

undetectable upon a subsequent attempt to extract the first pre-existing watermark message

from the primary content.

DETAILED DESCRD7TION

[0018] In the following description, for purposes of explanation and not limitation,

details and descriptions are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the

disclosed embodiments. However, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the

present invention may be practiced in other embodiments that depart from these details and

descriptions.

[0019] Additionally, in the subject description, the word "exemplary" is used to mean

serving as an example, instance, or illustration. Any embodiment or design described herein

as "exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous over other

embodiments or designs. Rather, use of the word exemplary is intended to present concepts

in a concrete manner.

[0020] To mitigate the issues that can arise from the loss of content metadata that are

carried in separate metadata channels is to embed watermarks into the content to enable

automatic content recognition (ACR) and metadata recovery. Watermarks can be embedded

in the audio and/or video portions of a content and are substantially imperceptible to a viewer

(or listener) of the content. Properly designed watermarks can be immune to various content

processing operations and channel impairments, such as compression and decompression,

cropping, scaling, transcoding, format conversion, noise addition, acoustic propagation,

optical (e.g., free space) transmission, digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D)

conversions and the like.



[0021] Once the embedded watermarks are detected by a watermark detector (also

sometimes referred to as a watermark extractor), the payload of the watermark can be used to

identify the content and recover the metadata associated with the identified content. In ACR

applications, watermarks are often designed with a set of requirements that differ f om

requirements that are imposed on other watermark detectors, such as copy control watermark

detectors. For example, in ACR applications it is critical to be able to recognize a content

very quickly. After a content is recognized, the associated metadata can be recovered to

enable various operations, such as receiving an additional content, performing dynamic

advertising insertion, or participating in an interactive opportunity. Further, the viewing

device (or an associated device) can be connected to the Internet (or more generally, to a

remote database) for the retrieval of the additional content, for participating in the interactive

opportunities or other services.

[0022] FIG. 1 illustrates a system for providing automatic content recognition for

content that is provided by a broadcaster or redistributor to a consumer device and acquisition

of interactive content that can be used for accommodating the disclosed embodiments. The

system of FIG. 1 is one example of an ecosystem that can accommodate, and benefit from,

the disclosed watermark detection techniques. The system of FIG. 1 is compatible with the

requirements of the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), Inc., Call for

Proposals For ATSC-3.0 AUTOMATIC CONTENT RECOGNITION WATERMARKING

SOLUTIONS - ATSC Technology Group 3 (ATSC 3.0) (S33 Doc. 067r3). It is understood,

however, that the use of the system in FIG. 1 is not strictly limited to ATSC technologies, and

such a system can enable access to a metadata associated with a content for non-ATSC

technologies, as well.

[0023] In FIG. 1, the content is embedded with watermarks by a Domain Member

prior to broadcast. For example, such a Domain Member can be a content producer or a

Broadcaster. A Broadcaster (which can also be called a Redistributor) transmits the content

to one or more user premises. Such content is often received at a receiver such as a set top

box (STB), where decompression and formatting operations may take place before the

content is provided (typically via a HDMI interface) to a viewing device (sometimes referred

to as the "Receiver" or the "Receiver Device"). Such a Receiver can be compliant with the

ATSC 3.0 standard. Decompression and formatting may alternatively take place within the

Receiver. The Receiver which includes a watermark detector, examines the received content

for the presence of watermarks. The detection of watermarks may trigger further actions



such as identifying a domain name associated with the detected watermark payload and

sending a query to an identified domain server. Such a Receiver can operate as a client

device which is communicatively connected to one or more servers and/or other client

devices.

[0024] It should be noted that while in some implementations, the Receiver is a

separate component than the set-top box, in other implementations the Receiver may include,

or be part of a larger device that includes, any one or combinations of additional components

such as a set-top box, a display, keyboard or other user interface devices, or a watermark

detector, as well as processors (e.g., microprocessors, digital signal processors (DSPs), etc.)

and other circuitry that may be needed for implementation of such device, or devices.

[0025] The watermark structure in some exemplary embodiments includes the

following fields: a Domain ID and a Sequence ID. Each Domain ID is assigned by a central

authority to a Domain Registrant who controls assignment and use of the Sequence ID codes

under that domain. Each Domain ID maps one-to-one to an Internet domain name which is

used to retrieve metadata associated with Sequence IDs in that domain. The Domain

Registrar in FIG. 1 is a unique centralized entity responsible for registering such Domain IDs

and publishing the mapping between the Domain IDs and domain names to Domain Lookup

Servers. Domain registration is a process wherein a Domain ID is uniquely assigned to a

Domain Registrant entity. The Domain Registrar provides Domain Registrant with a process

(e.g., designated as REGISTER in FIG. 1) to establish and maintain the relationship between

the Domain ID and a domain name (e.g., Internet format). Multiple Domain IDs may be

mapped to the same domain name. The Domain Registrar further maintains a database of all

mappings from Domain IDs to domain names. The Domain Registrar employs a

standardized protocol (e.g., designated as PUBLISH in FIG. 1) to publish new and modified

domain mappings to Domain Lookup Services that can include Domain Lookup Servers, as

well as any other devices that may be needed to implement Domain Lookup Services. This

protocol used by the Domain Registrar enables interoperability between the central Domain

Registrar and all Domain lookup services. In some implementations, support for PUBLISH

protocol is mandatory on both the Domain Lookup Servers and the Domain Registrar.

[0026] Domain Lookup Servers) maintain a copy of the Domain Registration

database which maps each registered Domain ID to a domain name and keeps it current using

the PUBLISH protocol with the Domain Registrar. Domain Lookup Server(s) also employ a

standardized protocol (e.g., designated as LOOKUP in FIG. 1) to provide domain name



mappings from the database in response to Domain ID lookup queries originated by the

Receivers. The use of a standardized LOOKUP protocol allows interoperability between any

Receiver and any Domain Lookup Server. In some embodiments the Receivers are ATSC-

compatible or ATSC-complaint. That is, those receivers comply with ATSC requirements,

such as those under ATSC 3.0.

[0027] Domain Servers can be Internet servers that are accessible at the domain name

associated with a registered Domain ID and can provide metadata to Receivers in response to

queries triggered by watermark detections. In some implementations, queries employ a

standardized message protocol (e.g., designated as QUERY in FIG. 1). A query is initiated

by a Receiver and provides the domain server with a Domain ID and Sequence ID. The

Domain Server responds with available metadata (e.g. broadcast channel identifier, a

broadcast segment identifier, a timecode, a signaling) associated with the provided Domain

ID and Sequence ID. Domain servers are not required to provide data for all required data

fields available for all queries. In some embodiments, support for the QUERY protocol is

mandatory on all Receivers and Domain Servers in order to enable interoperability among all

receivers and content. This protocol enables interoperability between all receivers and all

domain servers and support may be mandatory on both the receivers and the domain servers.

[0028] In one example implementation, a SO-bit payload can be embedded in every

l.S seconds of the content. In this example, the watermark payload can be standardized with

the following structure: [Payload Type:2] [Payload:48]. That is, the right-most 48 bits are

designated to carry the payload and the 2 left-most bits are designated to carry the Payload

Type. For example, the Payload Type values can be in the range 0 to 3, where a "0"

designates a Reserved payload type, a "1" designate a Large Domain payload type, a "2"

designates a Medium Domain payload type, and a "3" designates a Small Domain payload

type. The payload type values can thus each describe the structure of the payload.

[0029] The Domain field from any structure can be mapped into a unique Domain ID

by prepending the Payload Type value to the Domain field and zero-padding (on the right) to

32 bits. For ASCII encoding, the Domain ID can be represented as an 8-character

hexadecimal value. Domain field value of 0 can be reserved in all domains. The Sequence

field from any structure can be mapped directly into a Sequence ID. For ASCII encoding,

hexadecimal representation of the Sequence field (leading zeroes optional) can be utilized.

Sequence IDs with decimal value of 1024 or less can be reserved for use as Control Codes.

Control Codes are currently reserved.



[0030] The trigger bit, when set (e.g. to a value of "1"), can inform the Receiver of an

event that may activate the Receiver to perform various operations such as requesting

metadata from the domain server. It can indicate that further services or features, such as

interactive content or advertising insertion associated with the Sequence ID is available to the

Receiver from the domain server associated with the payload's Domain ID. In some

implementations the trigger field can include multiple bits.

[0031] The watermark payload can undergo various coding, modulation and

formatting operations before being embedded into a content. For example, the payload may

be error correction code (ECC) encoded, scrambled, interleaved with other packets, appended

with a synchronization or registration header, encrypted or channel coded to form a sequence

of bits with particular characteristics. Once embedded into a host content, the embedded host

content can be processed by a watermark extractor to recover the embedded watermark bits

(or, more generally, symbols), and perform the reverse of the above coding, modulation or

formatting schemes to recover the payload. In some instances, statistical techniques are used

to recover the embedded symbols from the content using multiple instances of embedded

watermarks.

[0032] FIG. 2 provides another exemplary system that can accommodate, and benefit

from, the disclosed embodiments, while conforming to ACR requirements of ATSC 3.0. It is

understood, however, that the use of the system in FIG. 1 is not strictly limited to ATSC

technologies, and such a system can enable access to a metadata associated with a content for

non-ATSC technologies, as well. Several components that are shown in FIG. 2 can find

analogous counterparts in FIG. 1. For example, the Server Registrar and the Domain

Registrar; the Content, Signaling and Metadata Server and Domain Server; and the Server

Lookup Service/server and Domain Lookup Server can carry out analogous operations. The

various components in FIG. 2 are further described below. A Server Registrar is established

by ATSC for the purpose of registering ATSC Domains and assigning to each a unique

Server Code. Registrants inform the registrar of a Server Name, which is the Internet domain

name or URL at which metadata services associated with the Code Domain are located. The

Server Registrar publishes the Server Code and associated Server Name to the Server Lookup

Services.

[0033] One or more Server Lookup Services are established. These services may be

operated by ATSC, the Server Registrar, Content Owners, ATSC Receiver manufacturers, or

a third party. Each Server Lookup Service maintains a database of all Server Code/Server



Name associations published by the Server Registrar and responds to lookup requests from

ATSC Receivers. The Server Lookup Services do not need to access or store any broadcast

metadata; they simply provide ATSC Receivers with access to Server Names associated with

Server Codes detected from broadcast watermarks.

[0034] A Content Source, acting either as a Server Registrant or in concert with a

Server Registrant, associates a valid registered Server Code and one or more unique Interval

Codes and maps them to intervals of broadcast content essence. The Content Source embeds

those codes in the broadcast content using a Watermark Inserter prior to delivery of the

broadcast content to an MVPD. The Sever Code can be analogous to the Sequence ID

described in the exemplary watermark payload above.

[0035] The Interval Codes and the metadata for those same intervals of broadcast

essence (e.g. any interactive content, signaling, metadata, triggers, channel identifier, media

timeline timecode, etc.) are associated together in a database which is provided to a Content,

Signaling, and Metadata Server ("CSM Server"). Content Sources may associate and embed

watermarks continuously throughout their program material using sequentially increasing

Interval Codes (e.g., analogous the Sequence ID described in the exemplary watermark

payload above), may embed watermarks only in those intervals of content where interactive

services are enabled, or may embed an Interval Code repeatedly through a program segment

where an interactive service is available but does not require timing precision. Content

Sources may register additional Code Domains in advance of depleting the Interval Code

space associated with a given Server Code and may associate newly assigned Server Codes

with the same Internet domain name to maintain infrastructure continuity.

[0036] The CSM Server responds to various requests from ATSC Receivers,

including delivery of signaling and interactive content based on interactive service data

received from a complete broadcast stream. The CSM Server also responds to code metadata

queries, in which a query containing the watermark payload (e.g. in the ASCII

representational format) is submitted by the WM Client in an ATSC Receiver, with a request

for metadata associated with the interval of broadcast content. The metadata included in the

CSM Server response may include channel identifiers, timecodes, content or segment

identifiers, triggers, etc. It should be noted that while metadata services can be hosted in the

same servers as the content and signaling services, they may alternatively be hosted on

different servers from those used for content and signaling services.



[0037] To enable the architecture that is depicted in FIG. 2, open standards can be

provided for the following three network protocols: PUBLISH, LOOKUP, and QUERY.

[0038] PUBLISH is a protocol whereby the Server Registrar notifies interested

ecosystem participants of a newly established or updated mapping between a Server Code

and an Internet domain name and publishes the association to Server Lookup Services.

[0039] LOOKUP is a protocol whereby an ATSC Receiver can submit a Server Code

to a Server Lookup Service and receive a response containing the associated Server Name

which has been most recently published by the Server Registrar.

[0040] QUERY is a protocol whereby an ATSC Receiver can submit a Server Code

and Interval Code to a CSM Server and receive ATSC metadata (e.g. channel, timecode,

interactive services triggers, etc.) associated with the specified interval of broadcast content.

[0041] The systems of FIGS. 1 and 2 thus, through the use of watermarks, enable

advanced presentation features when reliable metadata about the content, timing, and desired

presentation features is not delivered to the client device with the content.

[0042] One use case for such watermarks is to provide interactive applications that

enhance audio/video experience of viewers. In this scenario, the receiver uses information

that it obtains from the extracted watermarks to access a web based server and to download

secondary content, which can be used to enhance the primary content; such a secondary

content is typically presented in synchronization with the primary content. The secondary

content can be also created simultaneously with the first content, and linking them through

watermarks may be done by the content producers. The secondary content can include T-

commerce, director's commentary, character background, alternate language tracks, statistics

of athletes in a sport event, etc.

[0043] Another use case for the disclosed technology can be the insertion or

replacement of interstitial content such as advertisements and promotions which are not the

same for all viewers. Such advertisement and promotions may be selected based on various

factors such as known viewer preferences, viewer location (which may be determined based

on the viewer's IP address), the time at which content is being viewed, or other factors.

These are generally referred to as "targeted ads." Typically targeted ads are performed under

the control of a content distributor that uses the embedded watermarks to carry information

that is obtained by the client device to recover insertion instructions. Further use cases

include audience measurement, rights administration, proof of performance, etc.



[0044] In view of many use cases it is reasonable to expect situations where there is a

need to change preexisting information stored in the watermarks. In some cases there is even

a need to erase information stored in watermarks. For example, a distributor may want to

redistribute a content which has been recorded from another distributor, but may want to

avoid triggering the original distributor's watermark-enabled feature in the retransmissioa

Or, a distributor may want to replace watermarks which are carried in a content that is being

retransmitted in order to augment or modify the behavior of devices which receive the

content.

[0045] Furthermore, the watermarks may need to be embedded in live and/or in pre-

recorded content. In the case of live content, it is typically not known in advance when the

interactivity is going to be needed, or when the opportunity for ad insertion will arise. Thus it

is desirable to send a signal, e.g., a trigger flag, to inform the receiver that it needs to contact

web server to get new information. In a more general case, the trigger flag provides a signal

to the receiver that a predefined action needs to take place. For example, a trigger flag can

signal to the receiver to halt any modification of audio and video in the primary content.

Such a flag may be useful when the primary audiovisual content introduces an emergency

alert that should not be disturbed.

[0046] Examples Overwriting. Erasure or Layering Considerations: As noted

earlier, the trigger field, when set (e.g. to a value of "1") indicates that further services or

features, such as interactive content or advertising insertion associated with the content, can

be accessible to the receiver. In some implementations, the trigger field may be used for

other purposes. For example, a field can be defined as an "overwriteable" bit which indicates

whether or not a preexisting watermark previously embedded by a content distributor or

content producer can be replaced by another distributor (this is sometimes referred to as

watermark "replacing"). In this case, a watermark embedder first checks for the presence of

a watermark payload, and verifies the value of such 'overwriteable' bit if a payload is preset,

and decides if a new watermark payload can be embedded to replace the pre-existing one

according to the value of the bit

[0047] In another example, another field can be defined as an "over-watermarkable"

bit which indicates whether or not a new watermark payload can be embedded in the content

to co-exists with a pre-existing one so that both can be extracted (this is sometimes referred to

as watermark "layering"). In some implementations, additional fields may be added into the

watermark payload structure to support these two exemplary use cases. Because the



"overwritable' bit and/or "over-watermarkable" bit s associated with a content segment

identified by a Sequence ID, each segment of a content may set these bits differently; thus,

allowing some segments to be overwritable and/or over-watermarkable.

[0048] In another embodiment, authorization of overwriting watermarks or over-

watermarking can be performed via a domain server. Such authorization may be associated

with one or more Domain IDs and or Sequence IDs. When a watermark embedder detects a

pre-existing watermark payload in a content, it sends the payload to a domain server

according to the Domain ID of the payload, and receives a response indicating whether such

payload can be replaced by a new payload or a new payload can be layered on top of the pre-

existing one.

[0049] In some cases, a content distributor may want to check the services enabled by

the pre-existing watermark payload before making a decision to replace the pre-existing

payloads or layer new payloads in some or all content segments. The distributor can query

the domain servers identified by the pre-existing payload for all relevant metadata identifying

the services, inspect it, select metadata associated with some content segments, and post the

selected metadata to the domain servers preferred by such distributor. The distributor can

introduce new services associated with the pre-existing payloads. Alternatively, the

distributor can also embed new payloads into some segments and associate new services with

these segments enabled by the new payloads on the domain server. Furthermore, it is also

possible for the distributor to embed new payloads in some segments on top of pre-existing

payloads. Thus, both new payloads and pre-existing payloads can be detected and provided

to a domain server, a receiver may receive multiple triggers identified by the new payload or

the pre-existing payload associated with a segment. The receiver may choose the services

caused by one of the triggers according to user preference or pre-configuration, or bring all

services caused by multiple triggers to the user.

[0050] One of the services caused by triggers may be presentation of a secondary

audiovisual content, typically delivered via Internet, such as pre-fetched advertisements.

Such audiovisual content is treated as regular audiovisual content, i.e., it can also be

watermarked and watermark-based triggers can be registered with a domain server. Thus, the

watermark payloads in the secondary content can also trigger interactive services. This is

sometimes called "nested triggers".



[0051] In an alternative embodiment, the watermark embedder always overwrites

existing watermarks, but keeps track of preexisting watermarks, and their relationship to

newly embedded watermarks, and informs the domain server about it. This is particularly

useful for live broadcasts, where examining the content for preexisting watermarks can go in

parallel with watermark embedding/overwriting without causing any latency in the

overwriting process. For example, the domain server can be informed that, at the moment

when the embedding of watermark with payload X has begun, a preexisting watermark with

payload Y has been found, and the preexisting watermark begins T milliseconds before the

newly embedded watermark. With this information, the domain server can later, when

queried with payload X, calculate the timeline of preexisting watermarks, and provide the

metadata about services in synchronization with timeline of the payload Y.

[0052] From a practical point of view, since watermark embedding can be done at

various points in the content distribution chain, it is reasonable to expect that, in some

instances, the content at the input of a distributor's embedder is already marked with the same

type of watermarks as those deployed by the distributor's embedder, and thus overwriting

those watermarks can erase or damage the existing watermarks. As also noted above, one

approach is to detect the preexisting watermarks in the content at the distributor's embedder

input prior to, or in parallel with, embedding of the received content. Once preexisting

watermarks are detected, the embedder may be configured to either overwrite the preexisting

watermarks or to use an alternate set of watermarking parameters which would allow new

information to be embedded while preserving the old information. This is typically referred

to as watermark layering.

[0053] In certain scenarios, such as targeted advertisement insertion, a distributor may

want to remove previously prepared targeted ads, and, for example, enable the distributor's

own targeted ads to be presented to the client device. In this case, the distributor can simply

overwrite the preexisting watermark with his own, and provide the necessary software

application(s) and web servers) to deliver new targeted ads. For effective overwriting, it is

desirable for the watermark embedder to acquire precise information about preexisting

watermarks to perform embedding while achieving complete removal of preexisting

watermarks with minimal impact on content quality. In this case, it the detector provides to

the embedder precise information of preexisting watermark locations including the

approximate location of symbol boundaries (e.g., time or spatial locations of symbol

boundaries). Moreover, without such a precise knowledge of symbol boundaries, random



embedding of watermark symbols into the primary content may not fully remove the pre¬

existing watermarks, which may still be detected either fully or intermittently from the

primary content

[0054] As noted earlier, in some scenarios, a distributor may want to preserve the

delivery of some or all of the information referenced by preexisting watermarks, while also

having additional information sent to the receiver. For example, a local television station

may want to present targeted ads which are selected based on the geographic location of the

viewers alongside interactive content prepared by a broadcast network. In this case, the

devices associated with the broadcast network embed watermarks in the network content

which identify the broadcast and its timeline, and identify a metadata server from which

client devices can obtain the associated interactive service information. The local station can

retransmit the content, while overwriting the broadcast network's watermarks with the local

station's own watermarks (which direct client devices to the local station's metadata servers),

while detecting and recording the embedded information and its timing within the watermark

embedded by the network. In this scenario, the local station can use the detected watermark

information in one of two alternate ways.

[0055] In the first alternative, the local station may retrieve the interactive service

information from the broadcast network server identified by the broadcast network's

watermark. The local station may then store this recovered information on its own metadata

servers, and provide it (along with its own targeted ad instructions) directly to client devices

that contact those servers in response to detecting the local station's watermarks. As

described earlier, in this case, it may be necessary to perform a translation between the timing

information associated with the local station's watermark and the timing information

associated with the broadcast network's watermark.

[0056] As the broadcast network may update the event description (e.g., interactive

service or ad insertion information) after the retrieval by the local station, the local station

may need to update the event description in the local station's metadata server by retrieving

such information from the network periodically or at real-time. For example, the network

may enable different interactive activities for live content and time-shifted content (i.e., a

content that is recorded earlier and viewed at a later point in time). In such a case, the local

station can retrieve the event description from the broadcast network upon receiving the first

instance of a trigger associated with network's events, and retrieve the event description

again after a period of time (e.g., a few hours) for time-shifted users. Alternatively, whenever



the network updates the metadata associated with the network's watermark, the network may

push the update to local stations via a communication channel (e.g., via broadband using

Internet push technologies), or broadcast the update as an in-stream broadcast message (e.g.,

via satellite). The local station can deliver the metadata from the network's metadata server

and local station's metadata server to the client together or separately.

[0057] In the second alternative, the local station may store the watermark

information which was overwritten (as well as the associated timing in relation to the local

station's watermark) on its metadata servers and provide it (along with local station's own

targeted ad instructions) to client devices. The client devices then contact those servers in

response to detecting the local station's watermarks. Having received the broadcast

network's watermark information from the local station's metadata server, the client device

may then contact the broadcast network metadata server indicated therein to obtain the

broadcast network's interactive service information.

[0058] The two alternatives discussed above for recovering the network's watermarks

and associated metadata may co-exist and be implemented in the client devices. The client

device may use the type of trigger implementation (to be discussed below) to identify which

alternative is used for recovery of the network's watermark and associated metadata.

[0059] When the local station overwrites the broadcast network's watermarks, some

triggers in the network's watermark may need to be re-embedded in local station's watermark

if interactive feature or ad insertion events associated with such triggers enabled by the

network take place at different times from the events associated the triggers in local station's

watermarks and described by the local station's metadata. In this case, the timing

information associated with re-embedded trigger may require a translation between the

timelines.

[0060] The processes described above can be repeated multiple times, recursively, to

enable multiple passes of overwriting to be applied to the content, while enabling client

devices to recover the metadata associated with the last watermark as well as all overwritten

watermarks.

[0061] It should be noted that the terms "broadcast networks" and "local stations" are

used for illustrative purposes in describing the above scenarios. It is understood that the

above procedures and systems are applicable to other scenarios where a content passes

through multiple entities in its distribution, any number of which may modify, augment,



monitor, or control presentation of the content to viewers. For example, preservation,

replacement or augmentation of original metadata associated with a content can be carried

out for syndicated television program segments carried by television broadcast networks,

local stations, cable networks distributed by pay TV providers who may want to enable

proprietary interactive interfaces, user-generated content distributed by online video services

who may want to monetize the content with their own targeted ads, streaming video content

hosted for distribution by Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) who may want to redirect

client devices to their own metadata servers, or other types of entities in content distribution

chain.

[0062] In certain aspects of the disclosed embodiments, a method for overwriting a

watermark includes receiving content from a first content distributor at a second content

distributor, and detecting, at the second content distributor, the presence of a pre-existing

watermark in the content In response to the detecting, the above noted method includes

erasing the pre-existing watermark, erasing the preexisting watermark, embedding a new

watermark in the content in the content using an embedder at the second content distributor,

and transmitting the content to a client device. For example, the watermark symbols of the

new watermark are substantially aligned with symbols of the preexisting watermark. Such a

method can further include sending information to the embedder relating to the technology

and location of the pre-existing watermark. In some embodiments, the detected watermark

identifies a broadcast, its timeline and a first content distributor metadata server having

interactive service information. Further, the second content distributor overwrites the

detected watermark, the second content distributor retrieves interactive service information

from the first content distributor metadata server and provides this information on its own

metadata server.

[0063] In some embodiments, the detected watermark identifies a broadcast, its

timeline and a first content distributor metadata server having interactive service information.

In such embodiments, the method for overwriting a watermark further includes storing the

watermark information which was overwritten along with its timing information on the

second content distributor's metadata servers, and detecting the new watermark at the client

device. Further, in response to the client's detecting of the new watermark, overwritten

information is requested from the second content distributor's metadata server, and the

overwritten information is provided to the client device. In certain embodiments, the client



contacts the first content distributor's metadata server to obtain the first content distributor's

interactive service information.

[0064] In some embodiments, the first and second content distributors comprise one

or more of: a broadcast television network, a local television station, a cable television

network, an online video service, or a CDN. In some embodiments, the content includes at

least one of: a syndicated program segment, a prerecorded programming, a live

programming, a user generated video, or a streaming content

[0065] According to another exemplary embodiment, a method for layering a

watermark is provided that includes receiving content from a first content distributor at a

second content distributor, detecting at the second content distributor the presence of a pre¬

existing watermark in the content The method further includes, in response to detecting the

presence of a pre-existing watermark, embedding a new watermark in the content using a set

of watermark parameters that are different from a set of watermark parameters used to create

the pre-existing watermark, the new watermark being in a different watermark layer, and

transmitting the content to a receiver. In one exemplary embodiment, such a method further

includes sending information to the embedder that relates to the technology and location of

the pre-existing watermark. In another exemplary embodiment, the embedding is performed

using an embedder at the second content distributor.

[0066] Example Latency Considerations: As mentioned above, typically in order to

ensure overwriting of a preexisting watermarks with minimum impact on content quality,

embedder needs information on location (e.g., temporal location) of preexisting watermarks,

and in particular the location of watermark symbol boundaries. Typically determination of

the watermark location requires extraction of preexisting watermarks and additional

processing which can introduce some latency or delay in the overwriting operations. For

example, the extractor may need to "look ahead" to determine if a preexisting watermark is

present in a section of the content that is ahead (e.g., by at least one time interval that

corresponds to a watermark duration) of the present content location that is being overwritten

with new watermarks. When the extractor finds such a preexisting watermark, it provides the

location information to the embedder so that the preexisting watermark can be effectively

overwritten (e.g., from its starting location) with the new watermark.

[0067] The operations for detecting the presence of the preexisting watermarks causes

latency (e.g., an initial delay) in the overwriting operations which is often undesirable in the



content distribution chain, and thus needs to be minimized. In some embodiments, latency is

reduced by allowing the extractor to "look-ahead" of the embedder for a time interval that

corresponds to a fraction of a full watermark duration. Similarly, in spatial domain, the

"look-ahead" distance can correspond to a fraction of a watermark spatial extent. When the

"look-ahead extractor" finds a preexisting watermark, it provides the embedder with location

information of the preexisting watermark, and the embedder can overwrite the portion of the

watermark (rather than the full watermark) that is identified by the location information. This

means, that only a portion (or fragment) of the preexisting watermark is overwritten. Yet, in

many cases, overwriting only a fragment of a watermark is enough to make the watermark

undetectable.

[0068] In some embodiments, in order to maintain a reduced latency between

extraction and embedding, the watermark packet fragment overwriting is accomplished by

strategically overwriting a number of watermark symbols that effectively render the

preexisting watermark unreadable. For example, and as noted earlier, the watermark payload

is typically protected by an error correction code (ECC). In some embodiments, the erasing

of the watermark message is effectuated by inverting a string of symbols (e.g., at the end of

the watermark packet). The inversion causes a symbol to have an opposite value (or a value

that is at a maximum distance from) the originally embedded symbol. For example, in the

case of binary symbols, inversion is achieved by overwriting a 0-value bit by a 1-value bit,

and vice versa. By selecting the number of symbols that are inverted to be slightly larger

than the maximum error tolerance (e.g., error correction capability or error detection

capability) of the applied ECC, the watermark packet becomes unreadable by a watermark

extractor that relies on ECC-decoding to extract the embedded watermarks. For example, if

the watermark message is protected by an error correction code that adds 10 parity symbols

to the watermark packet and enables up to 5 symbol errors to be corrected, inverting 6

symbols of the pre-existing watermark message renders that watermark undetectable.

Typically the inverted symbols are at the watermark end, and Experiments conducted by the

inventors reveal that full removal of a preexisting watermark can be achieved by inverting

less than 10% of the watermark symbols.

[0069] In some embodiments, overwriting a portion of the pre-existing watermark

message and embedding of a new watermark message can be accomplished by detecting a

pre-existing watermark, inverting the symbols at the tail end of the pre-existing watermark

(which ensures that the pre-existing watermark is rendered undetectable) and inserting the



new watermark message into to the primary content. For example, the first symbol of the

new watermark message can be embedded immediately after the inverting process is ended.

Subsequent symbol overwriting, where boundaries of newly embedded symbols

approximately match the boundaries of the preexisting symbols, achieve simultaneous

erasure of old watermarks as well as embedding of new watermarks. When the overwriting

latency is not an issue, the embedder can wait for the detection of entire pre-existing

watermark, and then start embedding a new watermark message from the starting location of

the pre-existing watermark. In this case, the overwriting latency is larger than, or equal to,

the pre-existing watermark duration.

[0070] In some scenarios, distributors may want just to erase preexisting watermarks

without inserting their own watermarks. For example, a distributor may discover watermarks

that trigger targeted ads, but the distributor may want to disable those targeted ads in order to

insert its own ads directly into audiovisual content. One way to achieve this is to overwrite

the preexisting watermarks with new "erasure" watermarks that prevent the receiver to access

information from the preexisting watermarks. Those erasure watermarks can have a

predefined symbol pattera(s) that are reserved for the erasure watermarks and are not used in

other watermark packets. Moreover, instead of overwriting the entire watermark packet, the

embedder may overwrite only a fraction of the packet symbols as described above, in order to

reduce latency of the erasure process. As described above, in order to erase the pre-existing

watermarks, the embedding process for the new watermark message has to be preceded with

detection of the pre-existing watermark location, including approximate detection of the

location of symbol boundaries.

[0071] In certain scenarios, dither embedding is used to insert watermarks into

sections of the content devoid of significant activity (e.g., silent or quite intervals, flat areas,

etc.), which are not naturally suitable for insertion of watermarks. Dither signal is generally a

low amplitude signal that resembles noise and can be shaped so that when added to a content,

it does not produce objectionable or even perceptible artifacts. By modulating the dither

signal in a particular manner, different watermark symbol values can be inserted into the

sections of the content that are devoid of significant activity, while preserving

imperceptibility of the embedded watermarks. According to some embodiments, overwriting

or erasure of watermarks in dither-embedded sections of a content can be accomplished by

removing the preexisting dither using, e.g., noise gate that is adjusted to remove only signals

as small as dither. A typical noise gate processing uses a "gate" to attenuate signals below a



threshold and allows signals to pass through when they are above the threshold. After

removing the preexisting dither, new dither embedding can be applied to insert the new

watermark. Using this technique, perceptual quality of the content is preserved by avoiding

the built up of dither signals due to multiple rounds of dither embedding.

[0072] In certain aspects of the disclosed embodiments, a method for reducing latency

during watermark overwriting or erasure includes detecting the location of preexisting

watermarks using a watermark extractor. In response to the detection, informing a watermark

embedder of the location of the detected watermark, including approximate boundaries of

preexisting watermarks and overwriting, e.g. by inverting preexisting symbols, the detected

watermark from its current position, wherein its current position is subsequent to the

beginning of the watermark, and wherein only a fraction of the watermark is overwritten

while the detected watermark is rendered undetectable. In one exemplary embodiment, the

location of the detected watermark is a temporal location of the detected watermark. In

another exemplary embodiment, the watermark payload is carried in packets that include an

error correction code having a maximum error tolerance. In this embodiment, the method for

reducing latency of pre-existing watermark erasure further includes overwriting a packet

fragments at the end of the watermark packets by inverting a string of pre-existing symbols

that is longer than the maximum error tolerance of the error correction code. In another

exemplary embodiment, the method of reducing latency of overwriting the preexisting

watermarks further includes inverting a string of pre-existing symbols that is longer than the

maximum error tolerance of the error correction code in the first pre-existing watermark,

followed by overwriting subsequent pre-existing watermarks. In some embodiments, the

detected watermark contains a dither signal and the method for reducing latency further

includes removing the dither signal in the detected watermark using a noise gate, and

embedding a new dither watermark, whereby multiple dither signals do not build up.

[0073] In certain aspects of the disclosed embodiments, a method for erasing a

watermark includes detecting a watermark in a content, and overwriting the detected

watermark by embedding an erasure watermark in the content. The erasure watermark

contains a predefined bit pattern that causes a watermark detector to ignore the detected

watermark. In some embodiments, only a fraction of the detected watermark is overwritten,

whereby latency is reduced. In some embodiments, the pre-existing watermarks are

overwritten but the new watermarks are embedded with an embedding strength that is below



embedding strength of pre-existing watermarks, or below embedding strength of regular

overwriting watermarks, in order to minimize impact on quality of the content.

[0074] Example Trigger Flag Embedding Considerations: In some instances,

trigger flag is used when the temporal location of an interactive service or an ad insertion in a

content is not known in advance, as is the case in many live events. As noted earlier, in some

scenarios where a client device has Internet connectivity, a client device can initiate an

exchange with a web server. If the client device doesn't know the exact time when the

information associated with the content becomes available on the server, the client device can

periodically poll the server. Such a polling scenario may be undesirable because it burdens

the server and increases Internet traffic. Therefore, a trigger flag provides an alternative,

where the trigger flag is embedded as part of the watermarks in the content, and the client

device can query the server when it detects the trigger flag, or a change in the trigger flag.

[0075] As also noted earlier, the trigger flag can be comprise multiple bits, or can

simply a bit in the watermark payload. This bit can be set to a first value (e.g., 'True") to

provide an indication to the devices to access the server. Alternatively, a toggle (state

change) of the trigger bit can provide an indication to the client devices to access the server.

A benefit of using the trigger flag in a "toggle" configuration is that the trigger indication can

be more resilient to watermark packet detection loss or cueing functions such as "skip

ahead." For example if the initial watermark message has a trigger flag in state "True" (or

"1") and the embedder starts embedding watermark messages with a trigger flag in state

"False" (or "0"), even if the receiver misses the first message with toggled trigger flag (e.g.

due to distortion, mute in set-top-box, or skip ahead), the detection of any of subsequent

messages with toggled trigger flag will trigger a query to the server and receive the updated

information.

[0076] When the trigger bit is included as part of the watermark payload, there is a

latency associated with embedding of the trigger bit of at least one watermark packet

duration. That is, it takes at least one watermark packet duration, from the moment when

embedder is instructed to embed the trigger flag until the entire packet, including the trigger

bit, is embedded. Furthermore, if preexisting watermark are being overwritten while

preserving interactivity information, the latency is further increased because the overwriting

embedder first needs to detect the presence of the trigger flag, and subsequently to create the

watermark payload with the trigger flag. In some scenarios, such as in case of live broadcasts

or streaming operations, this latency may be undesirable.



[0077] In some embodiments, the trigger flag can be embedded independently from

the regular watermark payload. For example, the trigger flag can be embedded as a one-bit

watermark in an independent, noninterfering watermark layer with respect to the remaining

bits of the watermark payload. For instance, the first watermark layer may include

watermark symbols that are used to identify the metadata and/or to identify the location of the

watermark within the content (which can be used to schedule interactivity or targeted ad

insertion). The trigger flag may be carried in a second layer, and when detected, can provide

an indication that the server identified in the first layer can be queried. In this case, the

watermarks in the first layer that are used to identify the server that contains additional

programs or services may be embedded in the primary content at a location that is well ahead

where the trigger flag is needed, and embedding of only the trigger flag, as needed, as part of

the second layer is much quicker than embedding the trigger flag as a part of a full payload of

watermarks in the first layer. Note that one bit watermarks (or short watermarks having only

a few bits) can be embedded as a shorter watermark packet than watermarks carrying larger

payloads, say SO bits, which reduces latency associated with detection of the flag bit.

Embedding of the trigger flag in an independent watermarking layer can also reduce latency

in scenarios where overwriting is to take place. In particular, when the non-trigger flag

information in the first layer of is overwritten, the trigger flag doesn't have to be overwritten;

this way there is no increased trigger latency due to overwriting.

[0078] In yet other embodiments, trigger flag signaling is carried out by inversion of a

fragment of pre-existing watermark bit-string. Generally, embedded watermarks are

redundantly embedded in multiple locations within the content, and the extractor can predict

the incoming watermark bit-strings because of such redundant embedding. One method for

extraction of watermarks involves comparing the detected watermark bit string obtained from

the content to an expected bit string and counting the number of mismatches. When flags are

embedded using the inversion of pre-existing watermark bit strings, a large number of

mismatches (i.e., above a certain threshold) indicates that a trigger flag is detected, which

allows the device to access the web server using, for example, server identification

information that the client device has saved from previous extractions. This is particularly

useful in implementations that, upon detection of the first watermark bit string, the detector

can predict subsequent bit strings. That is, the detector can predict likely locations of

subsequent bits (or symbols), extract those bits and assess whether or not the extracted bits

constitute a valid watermark message (or portions thereof). The detection of watermarks



based on such prediction techniques allows detection of watermarks with a higher error

tolerance compared to independent detection without such predicted information.

[0079] A watermark extractor that is configured to utilize a prediction algorithm can

confirm the existence of subsequent watermarks even when those watermarks are damaged

and tolerate a relatively high number of bit errors, up to a predefined first threshold. The

prediction of subsequent bit strings can be done even on a fragment of the subsequent bit

string, e.g., for a bit string of a predefined length rather than the entire length of a watermark

packet. In particular, when the embedder inverts the embedded bit string of the pre-existing

watermark to indicate the presence of a subsequently embedded flag field, a detector not only

finds that bit errors are above the predefined first threshold (which indicates an absence of the

expected watermark), but also finds that the number of errors is higher than a second much

higher threshold. The detection of such a watermark signifies that the watermark symbols are

embedded as an inverted pattern, which provides an indication to the receiver device that

additional programs or services can be received upon contacting the server. Detections based

on prediction of a fragment of a full watermark string makes it possible to initiate queries to

the server quicker compared to implantations that require detection of the flag field as part of

a larger payload.

[0080] In the case of overwriting, the "look-ahead extractor" described earlier can

also detect the bit-string inversion and inform the embedder about the presence of the trigger

flag. The embedder can then chose to invert its own bit-string in the same fragment where

the preexisting bit-string had been inverted in the case where the trigger flag needs to be

retransmitted in as part of the overwriting operation. Using this technique, only look-ahead

latency of one fragment is added during the overwrite process, which can be much smaller

than the entire watermark duration, as explained above. In this case, the look-ahead latency

is determined by the time it takes to detect the fragment that signals the presence of inverted

bit pattern. Thus as soon as the detector that is operating to detect of the pre-existing

watermarks detects the inversion associated with the pre-existing flag field, the embedder can

start inverting the bit pattern of the new watermarks that are overwriting the pre-existing

watermarks in order to retransmit the same trigger flag.

[0081] The above noted embodiments that describe trigger flag insertion are not

mutually exclusive, and can be combined in different ways. For example, the same content

can include trigger flags that are embedded as part of a regular payload along with other

information, as well as trigger flags that are embedded based on fragment inversion. In one



particular example, for ad pods (e.g., multiple ad elements that are sequenced together and

played back-to-back in a singular ad break) where the first ad element is a nationwide ad with

a known duration, and subsequent ads are targeted ads to be downloaded from a server, the

trigger flag can be safely sent as part of a regular watermark payload during the nationwide

ad. For example, after detecting the trigger flag, the receiver device can contact the server

and receive the information (e.g. a URL) where the replacement ad is located, as well as the

timing information for the replacement AD. Then the receiver device can download the

replacement ad, and launch it at the provided time. The time between the trigger flag

detection and ad insertion in this case is typically more than I seconds.

[0082] Yet for trigger flags that are time sensitive, such as trigger flag that cause the

display of statistics for a player that is just entering the field in a sporting event, the trigger

flag can be inserted using fragment inversion. In this case, as soon as the fragment inversion

is detected, the receiver device can contact the server and obtain the statistics for the player

entering the field. This way, the time between the player entering the field and the display of

associated statistics can be less than one second.

[0083] Each trigger flag is typically embedded multiple times to ensure its

detectabiliry in the presence of signal impairments (e.g., introduced by transcoding in

redistribution). Such multiple instances of triggers should be identified as the same trigger by

the client device to avoid sending multiple queries to a metadata server. In oneexample,

more than one watermark fragment is consecutively inverted, and the detection of any one of

those inverted fragments triggers a query to the server, asking about new information.

Trigger flags embedded as one-bit messages in an independent watermarking layer can also

be repeated multiple times. Even trigger flags that are part of a bigger payload can be

repeated multiple times. In all those cases, when the trigger flag is detected in consecutive

intervals, the receiver device can send a query to a server only upon the first detection of the

trigger flag, and to consider subsequent trigger flags as redundant, and ignore them.

[0084] In certain aspects of the disclosed embodiments, a method for causing a client

device to contact a server includes embedding a content with a watermark containing a

trigger flag, detecting the watermark containing the trigger flag at a client device, and in

response to the detecting of the watermark containing the trigger flag, initiating an exchange

between the client device and a web server. In some exemplary embodiments, the trigger

flag includes a particular bit in the watermark and changes in the state of the bit causes the

client device to contact a particular web server. In one embodiment, the watermark



containing the trigger flag is part of the payload of a watermark that conveys additional

information. In another exemplary embodiment, the watermark containing the trigger flag is

located in a separate watermark layer from an additional watermark containing additional

information. In yet another embodiment, a watermark in a first watermark layer identifies a

web server from which metadata is available and the temporal location of an event in the

content, and a watermark in a second watermark layer contains the trigger flag such that

when the trigger flag is detected by a client the client will query the web server identified in

the watermark in the first layer. In still another exemplary embodiment, the trigger flag

includes an inversion of a fragment of a watermark bit string.

[0085] Example Embedding of Live Content Considerations; Trigger flags enable

the client device to receive the event description prior to actual happening of such events so

that the client can prepare for execution of events such as launching an interactive application

or inserting a targeted ad. Scheduling for interactive activity or ad insertion events for live

content often requires adjustments by human operators due to unexpected interruptions such

as injury timeout in sport events, breaking news, or other breaks. FIG. 3 illustrates the

insertion of advertisements in a content in certain exemplary embodiments. In FIG. 3, three

timelines are shown: the top most timeline illustrates the events that occur with respect to the

broadcast network program timeline, the middle section illustrates the events that occur with

respect to the local network program timeline, and the bottom section illustrates the events

that occur with respect to the client device program timeline. In one scenario, the broadcast

network inserts a national commercial (e.g., a 30-second advertisement) once a program

break occurs, and the local station is interested in replacing the national commercial by local

ads. In this scenario, an embedder at the broadcast network embeds a trigger (e.g., T O as

shown in FIG. 3) upon a determination of a commercial break by an operator at time instance

NT1. This trigger and the associated timing information is registered with the network's

metadata server. At the same time, the information about the trigger is delivered by the

network to local stations. One way to deliver this information to the local stations' metadata

servers) from the network's metadata server is to use various push technologies (e.g.,

through Internet), such as instant messaging, HTTP server push (also known as HTTP

streaming), HTTP long polling, and Pushlet based on persistent HTTP connections between

network's metadata server and local stations' metadata servers. It should be noted that

servers other than metadata servers can be used by the broadcast network to push such

information to local stations.



[0086] Shortly after the decision for a commercial break and ad insertion is made, a

network-wide advertisement is obtained or selected for inserted into the network program.

Once the advertisement is selected or obtained, and its time of insertion becomes known (e.g.,

at time instance NT2 as shown in FIG. 3), information (e.g., event description) including at

least the actual insertion time (e.g., NT3 as shown in FIG. 3) and an identifier of the

advertisement is also registered with network's metadata server. This information is then

delivered to the local stations' metadata server using, for example, one of the above described

push technologies.

[0087] When the local station receives the information about the trigger and the

complete or part of the event description provided by the broadcast network, it most likely

have not received the corresponding program/advertisement transmitted over the satellite or

cable networks due to latencies that are, for example, introduced between the time when a

commercial break starts and the time when an advertisement is actually inserted, due to

latencies introduced as a result of watermarks embedding (if any), multiplexing, and/or

satellite transmission of the program. The local stations can take advantage of the

accumulated latency (which can be a few seconds) to prepare the watermark embedder for

embedding a trigger in the local station's watermark sufficiently prior to the time at which the

commercial is actually inserted by the network. In fact, a local station may embed a trigger

(e.g., Tl as shown in FIG. 3) once it receives the trigger information from the broadcast

network (e.g., at time instance LT1 as shown in FIG. 3) and at the same time register such

trigger in the local station's metadata server. Local station's embedder may overwrite the

watermarks including the trigger embedded by the broadcast network (e.g., trigger T O as

shown in FIG. 3), as discussed earlier.

[0088] Once the local station receives the event description (e.g., information about

the ad and the actual timing of the advertisement inserted by the network), it populates (e.g.,

at time instance LT2 as shown in FIG. 3) its own metadata server with the event description

and its associated trigger (e.g., trigger T l as shown FIG. 3) embedded by an embedder of the

local station.

[0089] Referring now to the bottom section of FIG. 3, once the client device detects

(e.g., at time instance CT1 as shown in FIG. 3) a watermark trigger embedded by the local

station from the received program (e.g., received through an MVPD retransmission), it sends

a query to the local station's metadata server for the event description. It is most likely that

the event description is already available on local station's metadata before the program



arrives on the client device due to the latencies introduced by 1) program transmission from

the local station to the MVPD, 2) potential transcoding performed by the MVPD prior to

delivering the program to MVPD headends, and/or 3) program transmission from the MVPD

centers to headends. The accumulated latency can be a few seconds.

[0090] After the client device receives the event description from the local station's

metadata server (e.g., at time instance CT2 as shown in FIG. 3), it prepares for the execution

of the event, such as downloading the targeted advertisement specified in the event

description from an ads server and preparing for ad decoding (e.g., if the ad insertion takes

place in baseband), or downloading an interactive application from the application server.

Using the timing information in the event description, the client device inserts the

downloaded ad or launches the interactive application (e.g., at time instance CT3 as shown in

FIG. 3) once the program timeline matches the timing of the event. When inserting ads in the

baseband domain (e.g., non-compressed domain), the ad insertion can start in any video

frame, while if insertion is done in a compressed domain (e.g., in H.264 and MPEG-4

encoded Video), the insertion has to start with at particular locations (e.g., at an Instantaneous

Decoder Refresh (IDR) frame) in order to avoid artefacts.

[0091] In some instances, when the program is delivered to the client from the MVPD

redistribution system, the client device may receive the program through an HDMI interface.

In such a case, the ad insertion in the client device can take place in baseband by switching

the output from the program to the ad. Moreover, it is possible to have more than one event

happening at the same time. For example, in one scenario, the broadcast network enables an

interactive feature by using its watermark (which may be overwritten but recoverable by local

station's metadata server as discussed earlier) and the local station enables a targeted ad

insertion by using the local station's watermark. In another scenario, the local station may

enable two concurrent events such as targeted ad insertion and playback of downloaded

secondary content. In both of the above scenarios, the two events may be overlapping in

media timeline, and can require simultaneous media decoding. One approach to allow

simultaneous decoding of two the two media is to allow the client device to deploy at least

two audio and video decoders so that the audio and/or visual content from both events can be

decoded simultaneously. However, if the client device has only one audio and/or video

decoder, part of the content needs to be decoded and buffered in advance for switching. It

may also require the decoder to be reconfigurable to switch between decoding different

content files or buffers.



[0092] In some embodiments, the metadata (including the trigger information and

event description) is delivered at real-time from the broadcast network's metadata server (or

another communication server) to local stations' metadata server or separate communication

servers using Internet push technologies.

[0093] In another embodiment, such metadata can also be delivered as part of

broadcast channel such as the closed caption channel, or as metadata in program transport

streams such as metadata in MPEG-2 transport stream or ISOBMFF, via broadcast,

broadband and hybrid transmission methods. In this case, the broadcast network inserts both

the trigger and associated event description as in-stream metadata that precedes the actual

occurrence of ad insertion. Once the local station receives the in-stream metadata from the

broadcast network, the local station embeds the trigger (e.g., trigger Tl as shown in FIG. 3)

and adds the trigger and its associated event description into the local station's metadata

server. The client device behavior remains the same as described earlier.

[0094] In another embodiment, the program is transcoded and delivered to the client

via broadband using content streaming technologies such as DASH (Dynamic Adaptive

Streaming over HTTP). In this case, the ad insertion in the client takes place in the

compressed domain by splicing the compressed ad into the compressed program.

[0095] In certain aspects of the disclosed embodiments, a method for notifying a

client about an upcoming event occurring in content includes embedding a first trigger flag

watermark in a content by a first content distributor, where the first trigger flag watermark is

associated with timing information regarding an event The above noted method further

includes registering information relating to the first trigger flag watermark with a metadata

server of the first content distributor, delivering information related to the first trigger flag

watermark to a second content distributor's metadata server, and registering an event

description with the first content distributor's metadata server. The above noted method also

includes delivering the event description to the second content distributor's metadata server,

embedding a second trigger flag watermark into the content by the second content distributor,

registering information related to the second trigger flag watermark in the second content

distributor's metadata server, and receiving the event description and timing information at

the second content distributor. The above noted method additionally includes populating the

second content distributor's metadata server with event description and its associated second

trigger flag watermark information, detecting the second trigger flag watermark by a client

device in content received from the second content distributor, and sending a query from the



client device to the second content distributor's metadata server for the event description.

The above noted method further includes receiving the event description by the client device

f om the second content distributor's metadata server, preparing for execution of the event by

the client device, and executing the event by the client device at the time when a program

timeline in the content matches the event timing information.

[0096] In some exemplary embodiments, the event description includes insertion time

and an identifier of a content to be inserted. In one exemplary embodiment, the above noted

method further includes overwriting the first trigger flag watermark by the second content

distributor. In another exemplary embodiment, preparing for the execution of the event

comprises downloading a targeted ad. In still another exemplary embodiment, preparing for

the execution of the event comprises downloading an interactive application. In yet another

exemplary embodiment, executing the event comprises inserting a targeted ad. In one

exemplary embodiment, executing the event includes launching an interactive application.

According to another exemplary embodiment, the client device receives the content through

an HDMI interface. In another exemplary embodiment, the client device receives the content

through a streaming technology. In yet another exemplary embodiment, multiple events

occur simultaneously.

[0097] FIG. 4 provides a simplified diagram of a distribution chain of a multimedia

content within which various disclosed embodiments can be implemented. The First Level

Distributor 402 in FIG. 4 can be a national distributor of content that provides a various

programming, advertisements and other types of content to one or more second level

distributors through the communication channel 404; two of the second level distributors are

depicted as Second Level Distributor 1 406(a) and Second Level Distributor 2 406(b). In the

context of certain disclosed embodiments, a second level distributor can be a local television

station that receives the content from the first level distributor and can analyze and modify

portions of the national broadcast content. For example, the local distributor can perform

watermark extraction to detect pre-existing watermarks including trigger flags that may be

embedded in the content. The local or second level distributor can, alternatively or

additionally, receive information regarding types, locations, values and other aspects of

watermarks that are embedded in the content that it receives from the First Level Distributor.

The second level distributor can embed additional watermarks in the received content, erase

the embedded watermarks or overwrite the embedded watermarks in order to augment,



modify or disable delivery of metadata and auxiliary programs or services that are associated

with a primary content.

[0098] The second level distributor then delivers, through the communication channel

408, the content to one or more client devices, such as Client Device 1 (identified as 410(a)),

Client Device 2 (identified as 410(b)) and Client Device 3 (identified as 410(c)) that are

depicted in FIG. 4. For example, a second level distributor, which is a local station, can

replace national advertisements in the received content with a local advertisement along with

an embedded watermark that allows retrieval of an interactive content that is presented at the

client device in synchronization with the local advertisement. At each stage of watermark

embedding, metadata associated with the pre-existing watermarks or with the primary content

may be modified, augmented or replaced. For example, each second level distributor can

augment a pre-existing metadata with its own station identification, secondary programs or

services, and update the associated metadata servers. It should be noted the entities shown in

FIG 4, each can include one or more devices, databases, servers and other components that

send and receive the described content, information and signals, and perform various signal

processing operations on the multimedia contents (e.g., formatting, decoding, transcoding,

filtering, etc.), as well as extract embedded watermark and/or embed new watermarks.

[0099] FIG. 5 illustrates a set of operations for improving watermark embedding

operations that includes, at 502, receiving a primary content for embedding a new watermark

message into the primary content. At 504, using a watermark extractor that is implemented at

least partially in electronic circuits, a location of a fragment of a pre-existing watermark

message is detected in the primary content. At 506, location information associated with the

fragment of the pre-existing watermark message is provided to a watermark embedder that is

implemented at least partially in electronic circuits. At 508, using the watermark embedder,

only a portion of the pre-existing message that succeeds an end location of the fragment is

overwritten such that, after overwriting only the portion of the pre-existing watermark

message, the pre-existing watermark message is rendered undetectable. At 510, a new

watermark message is embedded.

[0100] FIG. 6 illustrates a set of operations that can be carried out to enable delivery

of metadata associated with a primary content to a client device. At 602, the primary content

is received at a content distributor device, where the primary content includes one or more

pre-existing watermark messages embedded in the primary content. The one or more pre¬

existing watermark messages include a server code field and an interval code field that



indicate availability of a first metadata associated with the primary content. At 604, a first

server code value and a first interval code value associated with the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages are obtained. At 606, boundary locations of a plurality of symbols of

the one or more pre-existing watermark messages in the primary content are obtained.

[0101] At 608, using watermark embedder, which is implemented at least partially in

electronic circuits, one or more symbols of a new watermark message are embedded in the

primary content such that boundary locations of the one or more symbols of the new

watermark message coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or

more pre-existing watermark messages. The new watermark message also including a server

code field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated

with the primary content. It should be noted that when the boundary locations of the symbols

of the new and pre-existing watermark messages are aligned, the symbols of the pre-existing

watermarks are overwritten such that subsequent attempts to detect those symbols would fail

to detect the symbols of the pre-existing watermark message. In the context of the above

description, coincidence (or alignment) of boundaries of the new and pre-existing watermark

symbols does not require that the boundaries precisely coincide (e.g., at identical primary

content sample locations). Rather the degree of coincidence must be such subsequent

attempts to detect the overwritten symbols would fail to detect those symbols. For example,

experiments conducted by the inventors have shown that 90% or more overlap between the

symbols of the new and pre-existing watermarks renders the pre-existing symbols

undetectable.

[0102] Referring again to FIG. 6, at 610, information associated with the new

watermark message is transmitted to a server device associated with the content distributor

device. Such transmitted information includes timing information associated with the new

trigger field. At 612, the primary content is transmitted to the client device to enable access

to the first or the second metadata at the client device upon recovery of the new watermark

message.

[0103] In some embodiments, one or both of the following is true: (a) a value of the

server code field of the new watermark message differs from the first server code value, or

(b) a value of the interval code of the new watermark message differs from the first code

value. In another exemplary embodiment, the server code value and the interval code value

associated with the new watermark message enable retrieval of a second program or service

associated with the primary content, and the server code value and the interval code value



associated with the one or more pre-existing watermark messages enable retrieval of a first

program or service associated with the primary content. In some embodiments, the first

program or service or the second program or service is one of: an advertisement, a targeted

advertisement, an interactive program, or a secondary video content In still another

embodiment, the server code value and the interval code value associated with the new

watermark message enable retrieval of the second metadata that is different from the first

metadata.

[0104] According to one exemplary embodiment, one or more pre-existing watermark

messages include a trigger field that is indicative of a change in the first metadata, and

embedding the one or more symbols of the new watermark message includes embedding a

new trigger field associated with the new watermark message. In another embodiment, at

least one of: (a) the first server code value, (b) the first interval code value, or (c) the

boundary locations of the plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark

messages is obtained using a watermark extractor to extract the plurality of symbols of the

one or more pre-existing watermark message. In yet another embodiment, at list one of the

above noted items (a), (b) or (c) is received at the content distributor device through a

communication channel coupled to the content distributor device. For example, such

information is pushed to the content distributor device through the communication channel

through a push technology.

[0105] In another exemplary embodiment, the above noted method also includes

storing the first server code value and the first interval code value at the server device

associated with the content distributor device to allow subsequent retrieval of the first

metadata upon detection of the new watermark message by the client device. In still another

embodiment, the above method further includes receiving update information associated with

the one or more pre-existing watermark messages, the update information including a new

server code value or a new interval code value associated with the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages that enable retrieval of: the first metadata, a first program or service, or

an additional program or service, from a metadata server. In some embodiment, the above

noted method additionally includes providing the update information to the client device in

response to a request initiated by the client device.

[0106] According to one exemplary embodiment, the method that described in

connection with FIG. 4 further includes using the first server code value and the first interval

code value associated with the one more pre-existing watermark messages to retrieve the first



metadata or a first program or service associated with primary content, storing the first

metadata, or the first program or service, at the server device associated with the content

distributor device, and providing the first metadata, the first program or service, or

instructions for obtaining the first metadata or the first program or service, to the client device

in response to a request initiated by the client device. In some embodiments, the primary

content is received from another distributor in distribution chain of the primary content.

[0107] In another embodiment, wherein the primary content is received from one of a

broadcast television network, a local television station, a cable television network, an online

video service, or a content delivery network (CDN). The primary content can include at least

one of: a syndicated program segment, a prerecorded programming, a live programming, a

user generated video, or a streaming content In another embodiment, the content distributor

device is located a local television station, the primary content is received at the local

television station from a national broadcaster, and the one or more symbols of a new

watermark message enable the client device to augment or replace the first metadata with the

second metadata.

[0108] According to another embodiment, embedding the one or more symbols of the

new watermark message comprises inverting one or more symbols of a first pre-existing

watermark message to signal existence of a new trigger value, such that upon a subsequent

attempt to extract the first pre-existing watermark message from the primary content, the

detected first pre-existing watermark message includes more than a predefined number of

erroneous symbols, indicating an unreliable watermark. In one exemplary embodiment,

inverting one or more symbols of a first pre-existing watermark message includes inverting a

symbol of the first pre-existing watermark message designated to carry the trigger field

associated with the one or more pre-existing watermark messages.

[0109] In another exemplary embodiment, embedding the one or more symbols of a

new watermark message overwrites fewer than all symbols of a first pre-existing watermark

message, and renders the first pre-existing watermark message undetectable upon a

subsequent attempt to extract the first pre-existing watermark message from the primary

content. In yet another exemplary embodiment, the first pre-existing watermark message is

recoverable upon detection of the first pre-existing watermark message with less than a first

number of erroneous watermark symbols, and the watermark embedder overwrites a second

number of symbols of the first pre-existing watermark message that equals or exceeds the

first number. In another exemplary embodiment, the first pre-existing watermark message



comprises a plurality of parity symbols associated with an error correction code, and the

watermark embedder overwrites a first number of symbols of the first pre-existing watermark

message that exceeds maximum number of symbols that can be corrected by the error

correction code

[0110] In another exemplary embodiment, at least a portion of the first pre-existing

watermark message is located within a segment of the primary content that includes a dither

signal, and overwriting fewer than all symbols of the first pre-existing watermark message

includes removing the dither signal and embedding one or more symbols of the new

watermark message by adding a new dither pattern to the primary content. In one exemplary

embodiment, removing the dither signal includes using a noise gate that attenuates samples of

the primary content having amplitudes that are below a particular threshold and allows

samples of the primary content having amplitudes that are equal or greater than the particular

threshold to remain unchanged.

[0111] According to one exemplary embodiment, overwriting fewer than all symbols

of the first pre-existing message includes embedding a pre-defined symbol pattern indicative

of an erasure watermark in the primary content, wherein, subsequent detection of the pre¬

defined symbol pattern by a watermark extractor, causes the watermark extractor to ignore

the first pre-existing watermark message. For example, the pre-defined symbol pattern is

reserved for signaling presence of a watermark that is used for erasing watermark messages

in the primary content In another exemplary embodiment, overwriting fewer than all

symbols of the first pre-existing message includes modifying the primary content to invert

one or more embedded symbol values of the first pre-existing watermark message. For

example, wherein modifying the primary content includes inverting less than 10% of symbols

of the first pre-existing watermark message.

[0112] In another exemplary embodiment, embedding one or more symbols of the

new watermark message includes, subsequent to overwriting fewer than all symbols of the

first pre-existing watermark message that renders the first pre-existing watermark

undetectable, embedding symbols of a particular watermark message that is different from

the one or more pre-existing watermark messages such that boundary locations of the

symbols of the particular watermark message coincide with boundary locations of one or

more symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark messages. In one embodiment,

embedding the one or more symbols of a new watermark message overwrites all symbols of a

first pre-existing watermark message, and renders the first pre-existing watermark message



undetectable upon a subsequent attempt to extract the first pre-existing watermark message

om the primary content.

[0113] Another aspect of the disclosed embodiments relates to computer program

product, embodied on one or more non-transitory computer readable media, that includes

program code for receiving the primary content at a content distributor device, where the

primary content includes one or more pre-existing watermark messages embedded in the

primary content, and the one or more pre-existing watermark messages include a server code

field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a first metadata associated with the

primary content The computer program product also includes program code for obtaining a

first server code value and a first interval code value associated with the one or more pre¬

existing watermark messages, and program code for obtaining boundary locations of a

plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark messages in the primary

content. The computer program code additionally includes program code for embedding one

or more symbols of a new watermark message in the primary content such that boundary

locations of the one or more symbols of the new watermark message coincide with boundary

locations of one or more symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark messages, the

new watermark message also including a server code field and an interval code field that

indicate availability of a second metadata associated with the primary content The computer

program product further includes program code for transmitting information associated with

the new watermark message to a server device associated with the content distributor device,

where the transmitted information includes timing information associated with the new

watermark message, and program code for transmitting the primary content to the client

device to enable access to the first or the second metadata at the client device upon recovery

of the new watermark message

[0114] The disclosed embodiments further allow interactions between multiple

entities to enhance the delivery of metadata associated with a primary content to a client

device. In this context, an aspect of the disclosed technology relates to a method that

includes transmitting a primary content from a first content distributor device to a second

content distributor device, where the primary content includes one or more pre-existing

watermark messages including a server code field and an interval code field that indicate

availability of a first metadata associated with the primary content The method further

includes receiving the primary content at a second content distributor device.



[0115] At the second content distributor device, the following operations are

performed: obtaining a first server code value and a first interval code value associated with

the one or more pre-existing watermark messages, obtaining boundary locations of a plurality

of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark messages in the primary content, and

using a watermark embedder (that is implemented at least partially in electronic circuits) to

embed one or more symbols of a new watermark message in the primary content such that

boundary locations of the one or more symbols of the new watermark message coincide with

boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark

messages. The new watermark message also includes a server code field and an interval code

field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated with the primary content

Additionally, information associated with the new watermark message is transmitted to a

server device associated with the content distributor device, where the transmitted

information includes timing information associated with second trigger field, and the primary

content is transmitted to a client device to enable access to the first or the second metadata at

the client device upon recovery of the new watermark message.

[0116] At the client device, the primary content that is processed by the second

distributor device is received, and the new watermark message is extracted to obtain a server

code value and an interval code value of the new watermark message. Based on the server

code value and the interval code value of the new watermark message, a request is initiated

for the first metadata or the second metadata. Such a request can also result in reception of a

first or a second program or service associated with the primary content

[0117] A system associated with the disclosed embodiments also enables the delivery

of enhanced metadata associated with a primary content and includes a first content

distributor device associated with a first distributor of multimedia content, coupled to a

communication channel and configured to transmit a primary content to another device or

entity. The system also includes a second content distributor device associated with a second

distributor of multimedia content coupled to a communication channel and configured to

receive the primary content from the first content distributor device to a second content

distributor device. The primary content includes one or more pre-existing watermark

messages that a server code field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a first

metadata associated with the primary content The second content distributor device is

further configured to obtain a first server code value and a first interval code value associated

with the one or more pre-existing watermark messages, as well as boundary locations of a



plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark messages in the primary

content. The second content distributor device is further configured to embed a new

watermark message in the primary content such that boundary locations of symbols of the

new watermark message coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one

or more pre-existing watermark messages. The new watermark message includes a server

code field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated

with the primary content. The second content distributor device is further configured to

transmit information associated with the new watermark message to a server device

associated with the content distributor device, where the transmitted information includes

timing information associated with new watermark message. The second content distributor

device is also configured to transmit the primary content to one or more client devices.

[0118] The above noted system further includes a first client device that is configured

to receive the primary content that is processed by the second distributor device, extract at

least the new watermark message to obtain a server code value and an interval code value of

the second watermark message. The first client device is also configured to initiate a request

using the server code value and the interval code value of the second watermark message, and

receive the first or the second metadata in response to the request .

[0119] It should be noted that the first distributor device, the second distributor device

and the first client device, each may include a processor and memory that includes a

processor executable code. The processor executable code, upon execution by the processor,

configures each of those devices to perform the noted operations. Alternatively, or

additionally, each of the first distributor device, the second distributor device and the first

client device may be implemented using discrete or integrated hardware components, as

discussed below in further detail.

[0120] Certain aspects of the disclosed embodiments can be implemented as a device

that includes a processor, and a memory comprising processor executable code. The

processor executable code, when executed by the processor, configures the device to perform

any one of and/or all operations that are described in the present application.

[0121] FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of a device 700 wilnin which various

disclosed embodiments may be implemented. The device 700 includes a processor 704, a

memory 702 that is in communication with the processor 704, and a communication unit 710

that enables the exchange of data and information, directly or indirectly, through the



communication link 712 to a communication channel 714 that allows the device 700 to send

and receive information and data to other entities, devices, databases and networks. The

communication unit 710 may provide wired and/or wireless communication capabilities in

accordance with one or more communication protocols, and therefore it may comprise the

proper transmitter/receiver, antennas, circuitry and ports, as well as the encoding/decoding

capabilities that may be necessary for proper transmission and/or reception of data and other

information. The device 700 can, for example, be implemented as part of a device at a

content distributor that is capable of sending and receiving a primary content. The device

700 also includes a watermark extractor 706 that detects watermarks that are embedded in a

content that is received by, or stored at, the device 700. The watermark embedder 708

embeds watermarks in a content that is received by, or stored at, the device 700. The

processor 704 can configure the watermark extractor 706 and the watermark embedder 708 to

enable detection and embedding of watermarks based on selected watermark embedding and

extraction algorithms and parameters. The processor 704 can also configure the

communication unit 710 and other components of the device 700 (not shown) to send and

receive information, multimedia content and other signals. It should be noted that, for

simplicity, not all the components and connections between the components are shown in

FIG. 7.

[0122] FIG. 8 illustrates a block diagram of a device 800 within which various

disclosed embodiments may be implemented. The device 800 comprises at least one

processor 804 and/or controller, at least one memory 802 unit that is in communication with

the processor 804, and at least one communication unit 806 that enables the exchange of data

and information, directly or indirectly, through the communication link 808 with other

entities, devices, databases and networks. The communication unit 806 may provide wired

and/or wireless communication capabilities in accordance with one or more communication

protocols, and therefore it may comprise the proper transmitter/receiver, antennas, circuitry

and ports, as well as the encoding/decoding capabilities that may be necessary for proper

transmission and/or reception of data and other information. The exemplary device 800 of

FIG. 8 may be integrated as part of any devices or components described in this document to

carry out any of the disclosed methods.

[0123] The components or modules that are described in connection with the

disclosed embodiments can be implemented as hardware, software, or combinations thereof.

For example, a hardware implementation can include discrete analog and/or digital



components that are, for example, integrated as part of a printed circuit board. Alternatively,

or additionally, the disclosed components or modules can be implemented as an Application

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and/or as a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)

device. Some implementations may additionally or alternatively include a digital signal

processor (DSP) that is a specialized microprocessor with an architecture optimized for the

operational needs of digital signal processing associated with the disclosed functionalities of

this application.

[0124] Various embodiments described herein are described in the general context of

methods or processes, which may be implemented in one embodiment by a computer

program product, embodied in a computer-readable medium, including computer-executable

instructions, such as program code, executed by computers in networked environments. A

computer-readable medium may include removable and non-removable storage devices

including, but not limited to, Read Only Memory (ROM), Random Access Memory (RAM),

compact discs (CDs), digital versatile discs (DVD), Blu-ray Discs, etc. Therefore, the

computer-readable media described in the present application include non-transitory storage

media. Generally, program modules may include routines, programs, objects, components,

data structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types.

Computer-executable instructions, associated data structures, and program modules represent

examples of program code for executing steps of the methods disclosed herein. The

particular sequence of such executable instructions or associated data structures represents

examples of corresponding acts for implementing the functions described in such steps or

processes.

[0125] For example, one aspect of the disclosed embodiments relates to a computer

program product that is embodied on a non-transitory computer readable medium. The

computer program product includes program code for carrying out any one or and/or all of

the operations of the disclosed embodiments.

[0126] The foregoing description of embodiments has been presented for purposes of

illustration and description. The foregoing description is not intended to be exhaustive or to

limit embodiments of the present invention to the precise form disclosed, and modifications

and variations are possible in light of the above teachings or may be acquired from practice of

various embodiments. The embodiments discussed herein were chosen and described in

order to explain the principles and the nature of various embodiments and its practical

application to enable one skilled in the art to utilize the present invention in various



embodiments and with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.

The features of the embodiments described herein may be combined in all possible

combinations of methods, apparatus, modules, systems, and computer program products, as

well as in different sequential orders. Any embodiment may further be combined with any

other embodiment.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for enabling delivery of metadata associated with a primary content to a

client device, the method comprising:

receiving the primary content at a content distributor device, the primary content

including one or more pre-existing watermark messages embedded in the primary content,

the one or more pre-existing watermark messages comprising a server code field and an

interval code field that indicate availability of a first metadata associated with the primary

content;

obtaining a first server code value and a first interval code value associated with

the one or more pre-existing watermark messages;

obtaining boundary locations of a plurality of symbols of the one or more pre¬

existing watermark messages in the primary content;

using a watermark embedder that is implemented at least partially in electronic

circuits to embed one or more symbols of a new watermark message in the primary content

such that boundary locations of the one or more symbols of the new watermark message

coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages, the new watermark message also including a server code field and an

interval code field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated with the primary

content;

transmitting information associated with the new watermark message to a server

device associated with the content distributor device, the transmitted information including

timing information associated with the new watermark message, and

transmitting the primary content to the client device to enable access to the first or

the second metadata at the client device upon recovery of the new watermark message.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein one or both of the following is true:

a value of the server code field of the new watermark message differs from the first

server code value, or

a value of the interval code of the new watermark message differs from the first

interval code value.



3. The method of claim 2, wherein

the server code value and the interval code value associated with the new

watermark message enable retrieval of a second program or service associated with the

primary content, and

the server code value and the interval code value associated with the one or more

pre-existing watermark messages enable retrieval of a first program or service associated with

the primary content.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the first program or service or the second program

or service is one of: an advertisement, a targeted advertisement, an interactive program, or a

secondary video content.

5. The method of claim 2, wherein

the server code value and the interval code value associated with the new

watermark message enable retrieval of the second metadata that is different from the first

metadata.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein:

one or more pre-existing watermark messages include a trigger field that is

indicative of a change in the first metadata, and

embedding the one or more symbols of the new watermark message includes

embedding a new trigger field associated with the new watermark message.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of: (a) the first server code value, (b)

the first interval code value, or (c) the boundary locations of the plurality of symbols of the

one or more pre-existing watermark messages is obtained using a watermark extractor to

extract the plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark message.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of: (a) the first server code value, (b)

the first interval code value, or (c) the boundary locations of the plurality of symbols of the

one or more pre-existing watermark messages is received at the content distributor device

through a communication channel coupled to the content distributor device.



9. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one of: (a) the first server code value, (b)

the first interval code value, or (c) the boundary locations of the plurality of symbols of the

one or more pre-existing watermark messages is pushed to the content distributor device

through the communication channel.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising storing the first server code value and

the first interval code value at the server device associated with the content distributor device

to allow subsequent retrieval of the first metadata upon detection of the new watermark

message by the client device.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising receiving update information

associated with the one or more pre-existing watermark messages, the update information

including a new server code value or a new interval code value associated with the one or

more pre-existing watermark messages that enable retrieval of: the first metadata, a first

program or service, or an additional program or service, from a metadata server.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising providing the update information to

the client device in response to a request initiated by the client device.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

using the first server code value and the first interval code value associated with

the one more pre-existing watermark messages to retrieve the first metadata or a first program

or service associated with primary content,

storing the first metadata, or the first program or service, at the server device

associated with the content distributor device, and

providing the first metadata, the first program or service, or instructions for

obtaining the first metadata or the first program or service, to the client device in response to

a request initiated by the client device.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the primary content is received from another

distributor in distribution chain of the primary content



15. The method of claim 1, wherein the primary content is received from one of a

broadcast television network, a local television station, a cable television network, an online

video service, or a content delivery network (CDN).

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the primary content includes at least one of: a

syndicated program segment, a prerecorded programming, a live programming, a user

generated video, or a streaming content.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the content distributor device is located a local television station,

the primary content is received at the local television station from a national

broadcaster, and

the one or more symbols of a new watermark message enable the client device to

augment or replace the first metadata with the second metadata.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein embedding the one or more symbols of the new

watermark message comprises inverting one or more symbols of a first pre-existing

watermark message to signal existence of a new trigger value, such that upon a subsequent

attempt to extract the first pre-existing watermark message from the primary content, the

detected first pre-existing watermark message includes more than a predefined number of

erroneous symbols, indicating an unreliable watermark.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein inverting one or more symbols of a first pre¬

existing watermark message includes inverting a symbol of the first pre-existing watermark

message designated to carry the trigger field associated with the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein embedding the one or more symbols of a new

watermark message overwrites fewer than all symbols of a first pre-existing watermark

message, and renders the first pre-existing watermark message undetectable upon a

subsequent attempt to extract the first pre-existing watermark message from the primary

content.



1. The method of claim 20, wherein the first pre-existing watermark message is

recoverable upon detection of the first pre-existing watermark message with less than a first

number of erroneous watermark symbols, and

the watermark embedder overwrites a second number of symbols of the first pre¬

existing watermark message that equals or exceeds the first number.

22. The method of claim 20, wherein the first pre-existing watermark message

comprises a plurality of parity symbols associated with an error correction code, and

the watermark embedder overwrites a first number of symbols of the first pre¬

existing watermark message that exceeds maximum number of symbols that can be corrected

by the error correction code.

23. The method of claim 20, wherein

at least a portion of the first pre-existing watermark message is located within a

segment of the primary content that includes a dither signal, and

overwriting fewer than all symbols of the first pre-existing watermark message

includes removing the dither signal and embedding one or more symbols of the new

watermark message by adding a new dither pattern to the primary content

24. The method of claim 23, wherein removing the dither signal includes using a noise

gate that attenuates samples of the primary content having amplitudes that are below a

particular threshold and allows samples of the primary content having amplitudes that are

equal or greater than the particular threshold to remain unchanged.

25. The method of claim 20, wherein overwriting fewer than all symbols of the first

pre-existing message includes embedding a pre-defined symbol pattern indicative of an

erasure watermark in the primary content, wherein, subsequent detection of the pre-defined

symbol pattern by a watermark extractor, causes the watermark extractor to ignore the first

pre-existing watermark message.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the pre-defined symbol pattern is reserved for

signaling presence of a watermark that is used for erasing watermark messages in the primary

content.



27. The method of claim 20, wherein overwriting fewer than all symbols of the first

pre-existing message includes modifying the primary content to invert one or more embedded

symbol values of the first pre-existing watermark message.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein modifying the primary content includes inverting

less than 10% of symbols of the first pre-existing watermark message.

29. The method of claim 20, wherein embedding one or more symbols of the new

watermark message comprises:

subsequent to overwriting fewer than all symbols of the first pre-existing

watermark message that renders the first pre-existing watermark undetectable, embedding

symbols of a particular watermark message that is different f om the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages such that boundary locations of the symbols of the particular watermark

message coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or more pre¬

existing watermark messages.

30. The method of claim 1, wherein embedding the one or more symbols of a new

watermark message overwrites all symbols of a first pre-existing watermark message, and

renders the first pre-existing watermark message undetectable upon a subsequent attempt to

extract the first pre-existing watermark message from the primary content.

31. A device associated with a content distributor for enabling delivery of metadata

associated with a primary content to a client device, the device comprising:

a processor; and

a memory including processor executable code, the processor executable code,

upon execution by the processor, causes the device to:

receive the primary content that includes one or more pre-existing watermark

messages embedded therein, the one or more pre-existing watermark messages comprising a

server code field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a first metadata

associated with the primary content;

obtain a first server code value and a first interval code value associated with the

one or more pre-existing watermark messages;

obtain boundary locations of a plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages in the primary content;



embed one or more symbols of a new watermark message in the primary content

such that boundary locations of the one or more symbols of the new watermark message

coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages, the new watermark message including a server code field and an

interval code field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated with the primary

content;

transmit information associated with the new watermark message to a server

device associated with the content distributor, the transmitted information including timing

information associated with the new watermark message, and

transmit the primary content to the client device to enable access to the first or the

second metadata at the client device upon recovery of the new watermark message.

32. The device of claim 31, wherein one or both of the following is true:

a value of the server code field of the new watermark message differs from the first

server code value, or

a value of the interval code of the new watermark message differs from the first

interval code value.

33. The device of claim 32, wherein:

the server code value and the interval code value associated with the new

watermark message enable retrieval of a second program or service associated with the

primary content, and

the server code value and the interval code value associated with the one or more

pre-existing watermark messages enable retrieval of a first program or service associated with

the primary content

34. The device of claim 33, wherein the first program or service or the second program

or service is one of: an advertisement, a targeted advertisement, an interactive program, or a

secondary video content.

35. The device of claim 32, wherein the server code value and the interval code value

associated with the new watermark message enable retrieval of the second metadata that is

different from the first metadata.



36. The device of claim 31, wherein:

one or more pre-existing watermark messages include a trigger field that is

indicative of a change in the first metadata, and

the processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, causes the device

to embed a new trigger field associated with the new watermark message in the primary

content.

37. The device of claim 31, comprising a watermark extractor, and wherein the

processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, causes the watermark extractor

to obtain at least one of: (a) the first server code value, (b) the first interval code value, or (c)

the boundary locations of the plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark

messages by extracting the plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark

messages.

38. The device of claim 31, the processor executable code, upon execution by the

processor, configures the device to obtain at least one of: (a) the first server code value, (b)

the first interval code value, or (c) the boundary locations of the plurality of symbols of the

one or more pre-existing watermark messages through a communication channel coupled to

the content distributor device.

39. The device of claim 38, wherein at least one of: (a) the first server code value, (b)

the first interval code value, or (c) the boundary locations of the plurality of symbols of the

one or more pre-existing watermark messages is received in accordance with a push

technology.

40. The device of claim 31, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, causes the device to: store the first server code value and the first interval code

value associated with the one or more pre-existing watermarks at the server device associated

with the content distributor, wherein the first server code value and the first interval code

value enable subsequent access to the first metadata upon detection of the new watermark

message by the client device.

41. The device of claim 40, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, configures the device to receive update information associated with the one or



more pre-existing watermark messages, the update information including a new server code

value or a new interval code value associated with the one or more pre-existing watermark

messages that enable retrieval of: the first metadata, a first program or service, or an

additional program or service, from a metadata server.

42. The device of claim 41, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, causes the device transmit the update information to the client device in

response to a request initiated by the client device.

43. The device of claim 31, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, causes the device to:

retrieve the first metadata or a first program or service associated with primary

content using the first server code value and the first interval code value associated with the

one more pre-existing watermark messages,

store the first metadata, or the first program or service, at the server device

associated with the content distributor device, and

provide the first metadata, the first program or service, or instructions for obtaining

the first metadata or the first program or service, to the client device in response to a request

initiated by the client device.

44. The device of claim 31, wherein the primary content is received from another

distributor in distribution chain of the primary content

45. The device of claim 31, wherein the primary content is received from one of a

broadcast television network, a local television station, a cable television network, an online

video service, or a content delivery network (CDN).

46. The device of claim 31, wherein the primary content includes at least one of: a

syndicated program segment, a prerecorded programming, a live programming, a user

generated video, or a streaming content.

47. The device of claim 31, wherein:

the device is located a local television station,



the primary content is received at the local television station from a national

broadcaster, and

the one or more symbols of the new watermark message enable the client device to

augment or replace the first metadata with the second metadata.

48. The device of claim 31, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, causes the device to embed the one or more symbols of the new watermark

message by inverting one or more symbols of a first pre-existing watermark message to

signal existence of a new trigger value, such that upon a subsequent attempt to extract the

first pre-existing watermark message from the primary content, the detected first pre-existing

watermark message includes more than a predefined number of erroneous symbols,

indicating an unreliable watermark.

49. The device of claim 48, wherein inverting one or more symbols of a first pre¬

existing watermark message includes inverting a symbol of the first pre-existing watermark

message designated to carry the trigger field associated with the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages.

50. The device of claim 31, wherein embedding of the one or more symbols of a new

watermark message results in overwriting fewer than all symbols of a first pre-existing

watermark message, and renders the first pre-existing watermark message undetectable upon

a subsequent attempt to extract the first pre-existing watermark message from the primary

content.

51. The device of claim 50, wherein the first pre-existing watermark message is

recoverable upon detection of the first pre-existing watermark message with less than a first

number of erroneous watermark symbols, and

the processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, causes the device

to overwrite a second number of symbols of the first pre-existing watermark message that

equals or exceeds the first number.

52. The device of claim 50, wherein the first pre-existing watermark message

comprises a plurality of parity symbols associated with an error correction code, and



the processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, causes the device

to overwrite a first number of symbols of the first pre-existing watermark message that

exceeds maximum number of symbols that can be corrected by the error correction code.

53. The device of claim 50, wherein:

at least a portion of the first pre-existing watermark message is located within a

segment of the primary content that includes a dither signal, and

the processor executable code, upon execution by the processor, causes the device

to remove the dither signal and embed one or more symbols of the new watermark message

by adding a new dither pattern to the primary content.

54. The device of claim 53, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, configures the device to remove the dither signal using a noise gate that

attenuates samples of the primary content having amplitudes that are below a particular

threshold and allows samples of the primary content having amplitudes that are equal or

greater than the particular threshold to remain unchanged.

55. The device of claim 50, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, causes the device to overwrite fewer than all symbols of the first pre-existing

message by embedding a pre-defined symbol pattern indicative of an erasure watermark in

the primary content, wherein, subsequent detection of the pre-defined symbol pattern by a

watermark extractor, causes the watermark extractor to ignore the first pre-existing

watermark message.

56. The device of claim 55, wherein the pre-defined symbol pattern is reserved for

signaling presence of a watermark that is used for erasing watermark messages in the primary

content.

57. The device of claim 50, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, causes the device to overwrite fewer than all symbols of the first pre-existing

message by modifying the primary content to invert one or more embedded symbol values of

the first pre-existing watermark message.



58. The device of claim 57, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, causes the device invert less than 10% of symbols of the first pre-existing

watermark message.

59. The device of claim 50, wherein the processor executable code, upon execution by

the processor, causes the device to:

subsequent to overwriting fewer than all symbols of the first pre-existing

watermark message that renders the first pre-existing watermark undetectable, embed

symbols of a particular watermark message that is different om the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages such that boundary locations of the symbols of the particular watermark

message coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or more pre¬

existing watermark messages.

60. The device of claim 31, wherein embedding the one or more symbols of a new

watermark message overwrites all symbols of a first pre-existing watermark message, and

renders the first pre-existing watermark message undetectable upon a subsequent attempt to

extract the first pre-existing watermark message from the primary content.

61. A computer program product, embodied on one or more non-transitory computer

readable media, comprising:

program code for receiving the primary content at a content distributor device, the

primary content including one or more pre-existing watermark messages embedded in the

primary content, the one or more pre-existing watermark messages comprising a server code

field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a first metadata associated with the

primary content;

program code for obtaining a first server code value and a first interval code value

associated with the one or more pre-existing watermark messages;

program code for obtaining boundary locations of a plurality of symbols of the one

or more pre-existing watermark messages in the primary content;

program code for embedding one or more symbols of a new watermark message in

the primary content such that boundary locations of the one or more symbols of the new

watermark message coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or

more pre-existing watermark messages, the new watermark message also including a server



code field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated

with the primary content;

program code for transmitting information associated with the new watermark

message to a server device associated with the content distributor device, the transmitted

information including timing information associated with the new watermark message, and

program code for transmitting the primary content to the client device to enable

access to the first or the second metadata at the client device upon recovery of the new

watermark message.

62. A method for enhancing delivery of metadata associated with a primary content to

a client device, the method comprising:

transmitting a primary content from a first content distributor device to a second

content distributor device, wherein the primary content includes one or more pre-existing

watermark messages comprising a server code field and an interval code field that indicate

availability of a first metadata associated with the primary content;

receiving the primary content at a second content distributor device;

at the second content distributor device,

obtaining a first server code value and a first interval code value associated

with the one or more pre-existing watermark messages;

obtaining boundary locations of a plurality of symbols of the one or more pre¬

existing watermark messages in the primary content;

using a watermark embedder that is implemented at least partially in electronic

circuits to embed one or more symbols of a new watermark message in the primary content

such that boundary locations of the one or more symbols of the new watermark message

coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages, the new watermark message also including a server code field and an

interval code field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated with the primary

content;

transmitting information associated with the new watermark message to a

server device associated with the content distributor device, the transmitted information

including timing information associated with the new watermark message, and

transmitting the primary content to the client device to enable access to the

first or the second metadata at the client device upon recovery of the new watermark

message;



receiving, at the client device, the primary content that is processed by the second

distributor device; and

at the client device,

extracting at least the new watermark message to obtain a server code value

and an interval code value of the new watermark message, and

using the server code value and the interval code value of the new watermark

message to initiate a request for the first metadata or the second metadata.

63. A system for delivery of enhanced metadata associated with a primary content,

comprising:

a first content distributor device associated with a first distributor of multimedia

content, coupled to a communication channel and configured to transmit a primary content to

another device or entity;

a second content distributor device associated with a second distributor of

multimedia content, coupled to a communication channel and configured to receive the

primary content from the first content distributor device to a second content distributor

device, wherein the primary content includes one or more pre-existing watermark messages

comprising a server code field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a first

metadata associated with the primary content;

the second content distributor device further configured to obtain a first server

code value and a first interval code value associated with the one or more pre-existing

watermark messages,

the second content distributor device further configured to obtain boundary

locations of a plurality of symbols of the one or more pre-existing watermark messages in the

primary content,

the second content distributor device further configured to embed a new watermark

message in the primary content such that boundary locations of symbols of the new

watermark message coincide with boundary locations of one or more symbols of the one or

more pre-existing watermark messages, the new watermark message including a server code

field and an interval code field that indicate availability of a second metadata associated with

the primary content,

the second content distributor device further configured to transmit information

associated with the new watermark message to a server device associated with the content



distributor device, the transmitted information including timing information associated with

new watermark message, and transmit the primary content to one or more client devices; and

a first client device configured:

to receive the primary content that is processed by the second distributor

device, extract at least the new watermark message to obtain a server code value and an

interval code value of the second watermark message,

initiate a request using the server code value and the interval code value of the

second watermark message, and

receive the first or the second metadata in response to the request.
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